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DHAKA: At least 18,500 Rohingya have
crossed into Bangladesh since fighting
erupted in Myanmar ’s neighboring
Rakhine state six days ago, the
International Organization for Migration
said yesterday.

Plumes of smoke billowed from several
burning villages in the worst-hit section of
the state, according to an AFP reporter on a
government-led trip to the area, as the vio-
lence showed little sign of abating despite
security sweeps by Myanmar’s police and
troops. The streets of Maungdaw-northern
Rakhine’s largest town-were virtually
deserted as fires flickered among charred
remains of houses and occasional burst of
gunfire echoed in the distance.

The clashes began on Friday when mili-
tants from Myanmar’s Rohingya Muslim
minority community staged deadly attacks
on police posts, prompting raids on the
community and searches by troops and
police.

At least 110 people, including 11 state
officials, have been confirmed dead since
then and thousands of Rohingya have
poured across the border to Bangladesh
despite Dhaka’s attempts to stop them.

“As of last night, 18,500 people have

come across,” Chris Lom, the IOM’s Asia-
Pacific spokesman, told AFP, adding an
unknown number were still stuck on the
Myanmar side of the border.

An estimated 6,000 Rohingya on
Tuesday massed at the “zero line” border
with Bangladesh, days after the area came
under mortar and machine gun fire by
Myanmar security forces. The Rohingya, the
world’s largest stateless minority and sub-
ject to severe restrictions on their move-
ments, are barred from officially crossing.

Bangladeshi authorities yesterday
toughened patrols in a bid to prevent more
arrivals in a country that already hosts an
estimated 400,000 Rohingya, albeit in
abject conditions. Rohingya have sneaked
across the land border in large number or
swum the Naf River which marks part of
the frontier.

But tragedy befell some of them. The
bodies of two Rohingya women and two
children washed up on Bangladeshi soil
yesterday, an official there told AFP,
drowned after their rickety boat capsized.

Scores more were found alive on the
remote Bangladeshi island of St Martin’s,
according to coastguards there, after tak-
ing a risky passage on barely seaworthy

vessels. Khadija Begum, a Rohingya woman
from Rathedaung, was detained on arrival
by Bangladeshi officials.

“We thought it would be easier to face
the sea than the (Myanmar) army,” she told
AFP in tears. 

Fight and flight 
Ethnic Rakhine Buddhists and other

tribal groups are also among the dead and
displaced after allegedly being targeted by
Rohingya militants. Five ethnic Buddhist
men were found stabbed to death early
Wednesday in Maungdaw, which is under
curfew, Ye Htut, the town’s district chief,
told AFP.

With information trickling out, a picture
has emerged of a cat-and-mouse game
between militants and security forces
played out in remote hamlets, fields and
forest hideouts.

The office of de facto leader Aung San
Suu Kyi said militants have repeatedly det-
onated homemade explosives and tried to
firebomb police posts and ambush patrols.
Myanmar classes the militants as “Bengali
terrorists” and accuses them of setting fire
both to Rohingyahomes and those of other
communities. — AFP 

MOSCOW: A Moscow deadline for almost two-
thirds of US diplomatic staff to leave Russia
expires tomorrow, an exodus that starkly demon-
strates the souring relationship between Vladimir
Putin and Donald Trump.

There were hopes of improved ties between
Moscow and Washington after Trump’s election
to the US presidency last year, when both leaders
showered each other in praise.

But after the US Congress approved new eco-
nomic sanctions against Russia over Moscow’s
alleged meddling in the November election,
Putin in July ordered the drastic embassy cuts in
retaliation. Putin said 755 diplomatic staff-both
Russian and American-would have to stop work
by September 1, although the US State
Department has not confirmed the number. The
number of US diplomatic staff will now be
capped at 455, the same number that Russia has
in the United States.

“We have waited long enough, hoping that
the situation would perhaps change for the bet-
ter,” Putin said when he announced the cuts. “But
it seems that even if the situation is changing, it’s
not for any time soon.” Trump only reluctantly
signed off on the Congress-backed sanctions,
describing them as “significantly flawed” and par-
tially unconstitutional.

“Our relationship with Russia is at an all-time &
very dangerous low,” he tweeted. Russian Prime
Minister Dmitry Medvedev said on Twitter the
sanctions demonstrated Trump’s “total weakness”
and amounted to a “full-fledged trade war”. It is

not clear how many of the 755 staff losing their
jobs will be physically leaving the country, or how
many are Russian citizens. The RBK news site cited
sources saying that at least 600 are Russian.

The head of a firm servicing the Russian diplo-
matic corps, Alexei Izotov, said some former US
embassy technical staff are applying for work and
“have been added to the database”.

‘It could have been love’ 
“It could have been love between Trump and

Putin. Hope remained until the latest sanctions
were passed but it seems Russian authorities
have come to the conclusion that Trump is hope-
less,” said political analyst Andrei Kolesnikov of
the Carnegie Moscow Centre. “Neither Putin nor
Trump know how to build such a relationship.
They don’t have a strategy or a real topic of con-
versation except technical questions about Syria.”

While Trump has put a stop to US support for
Syrian rebels, to the Kremlin’s great satisfaction,
he has fundamentally changed his thinking on
other contested areas, digging in his heels over
the Ukraine conflict, Moscow’s annexation of
Crimea and NATO’s expansion in eastern Europe.

During a trip to Kiev last week, Pentagon chief
Jim Mattis vowed to continue helping Ukrainian
armed forces as they battle pro-Russian rebel
fighters. Trump himself has stressed his desire to
“move forward in working constructively” with
Russia, including on cyber security to prevent
hacking of future elections. His own team, how-
ever, has been skeptical over any moves to draw

closer to Moscow.
The United States this month complied with a

demand from Moscow to stop using a Russian
country house and a storage facility. The request
came as a response to a US move to close access
to two compounds used by Russian diplomats
last year, a move that caused much bitterness in
Moscow.

‘Total impasse’ 
In another retaliatory move, Washington

announced it would suspend the issuing of all
non-immigrant visas in Russia between August
23 and September 1.

Visa operations at US consulates will remain
suspended indefinitely.  Russian foreign ministry
spokeswoman Maria Zakharova called the deci-
sion “genocide of the common people” in an
interview released Monday by independent
Dozhd television channel. “The war of sanctions
and counter-sanctions has got a new lease of life,”
political analyst Kolesnikov said, and sanctions
have now become “the only way to demonstrate
discontent.”

Noting the current state of relations, Moscow
has appointed a hawkish new ambassador to
Washington, Anatoly Antonov, known as a hard-
liner and a tough negotiator with a deep suspi-
cion of the United States. “No one pays attention
to Trump anymore,” said Kolesnikov. “All that
remains is a battle between the Russian authori-
ties and the US establishment. “The situation is
mired in a total impasse.” — AFP 
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An ethnic Rakhine woman, San Win, who escaped from unrest in Kin
Chaung village near Maungdaw in Myanmar’s Rakhine state, cries while
holding her baby after arriving at Sittwe’s jetty yesterday. At least 18,500
Rohingya have crossed into Bangladesh since fighting erupted in
Myanmar’s neighbouring Rakhine state six days ago, the International
Organization for Migration said yesterday. 

18,500 Rohingya flee to Bangladesh as unrest rages

PARIS: Germany’s foreign minister said yes-
terday that Europe must stand together if it
wants to stay relevant as its population
shrinks, the US focuses more on Asia, and
China’s influence expands.
Sigmar Gabriel warned against retreating
into survival-of-the-fittest nationalism and
urged a more vigorous European role on
the world stage - especially important as
Britain’s pending exit from the European
Union threatens the bloc’s international
standing and future viability.
Gabriel picked a symbolic place for
Wednesday’s appeal: the center of Paris,
where he attended a French Cabinet meet-
ing and stood with his French counterpart
to try to reinvigorate European unity in an
address to a gathering of French ambassa-
dors. “If our children or grandchildren want
to have a voice in the world ... it will be a
common European voice,” said Gabriel, a
Social Democrat who also serves as

Germany’s vice chancellor. In future crises,
Europe may not always be able to “wait on
the US and Russian foreign ministers to
come up with a road map” and then see
that translated into a cease-fire, he said.
Germany has to offer its “capabilities” and
be more engaged, he said. He acknowl-
edged, however, that with Germany’s mili-
taristic past, the question of how the coun-
try can be more involved is complicated.
He urged a common European stance
toward China, saying that “not only should
there be a one China policy from us, China
should have a one Europe policy that does-
n’t attempt to divide us.”
Gabriel lamented what he called a “social
Darwinist” attitude toward international pol-
itics from the Trump administration and
some nationalist voices in Poland, driven by
“the idea that not only is the world an arena
on which one fights, but also that in the end
only the stronger has the right to live.” — AP

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump
says that “Talking is not the answer” when
it comes to North Korea. And he’s claiming
the US has been paying North Koreans
what he calls “extortion money ” for
decades. “ The US has been talking to
North Korea, and paying them extortion
money, for 25 years,” Trump tweeted yes-
terday morning, adding: “Talking is not the
answer!”

The tweet comes on the heels of the
North’s recent missile test over Japan, a
close American ally. Trump’s tweet did not
spell out what he meant by “extortion” in
the current standoff over North Korea’s
nuclear program, and the White House did
not immediately respond to questions.

North Korea has in the past temporarily
halted nuclear development when the US
and others provided food aid or other
types of compensation. But the North has-
n’t been making such demands, at least
publicly, since Trump came into office.
Instead, it has been focused on finishing
its decades-long effort to master the tech-
nology for fitting a nuclear warhead on a
missile that can striking the US mainland,
calling such capability essential for its
national defense.

Trump’s assessment about the need for

dialogue also appears at odds with his top
diplomat, Secretary of State Rex Tillerson,
who had in recent weeks been softening
the conditions for a possible, formal dia-
logue with Pyongyang. The US also has
been maintaining a diplomatic back chan-
nel with North Korea.

Trump offered a surprisingly subdued
response to Pyongyang’s latest missile test
Tuesday, avoiding a repeat of his bombas-
tic warnings earlier this month of a poten-
tial military confrontation.

Nonetheless, US officials announced
yesterday morning that they had conduct-
ed a missile defense test that resulted in
the successful intercept of a medium-
range ballistic missile off the coast of
Hawaii. The test was conducted by the
Missile Defense Agency and US Navy
sailors.

“We are working closely with the fleet
to develop this important new capability,
and this was a key milestone in giving our
Aegis BMD ships an enhanced capability
to defeat ballistic missiles in their terminal
phase,” Missile Defense Agency Director Lt.
Gen Sam Greaves said in a statement. “We
will continue developing ballistic missile
defense technologies to stay ahead of the
threat as it evolves.” — Agencies
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SEOUL: People watch a TV screen showing a local news program reporting about
North Korea’s missile launch at Seoul Train Station in Seoul yesterday. — AP

PARIS: German Vice Chancellor and German Foreign Minister Sigmar Gabriel
(Right) pets French President’s dog, Nemo, as he meets with French president
Emmanuel Macron at the Elysee presidential Palace in Paris yesterday. — AP

TOKYO: British Prime Minister Theresa May
arrived in Japan on an official visit yesterday
with an eye to soothing Brexit fears and pushing
ahead on early free-trade talks with the world’s
number three economy. May is scheduled to sit
down with Toyota’s chairman during her three-
day tour which starts in Osaka before moving to
Tokyo where she will meet with Emperor Akihito
and Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, who visited
Britain this year.

Britain formally told the EU in March it will
withdraw from the 28-member bloc, stirring
fears in Japan about what the move would
mean for companies with significant business
interests in the country. “We’re going to ask for
transparency and predictability so as to mini-
mize the impact on (our) companies,” a Japanese
foreign ministry official in charge of European
affairs said ahead of May’s visit.

More than 1,000 Japanese companies do
business in Britain, employing some 140,000
local people with many using Britain as as a
staging post to do business in Europe.  Among
them, automakers Toyota and Nissan have facto-
ries in Britain while tech giant SoftBank last year
announced the $32 billion purchase of British
iPhone chip designer ARM Holdings.

But Britain is now at risk of losing the “pass-
porting rights” financial firms use to deal with
clients in the rest of the European bloc. That,
along with political uncertainty surrounding
Brexit negotiations, has spurred foreign compa-
nies that have set up shop in Britain, or estab-
lished European headquarters there, to begin
looking for alternative locations.

Japanese megabank Mitsubishi UFJ has said
Amsterdam and Paris were favourites to be the
new European base for its securities operations.

Brokerage Nomura, Daiwa Securities and
Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group are planning
to move their main EU bases from London to
Frankfurt.

‘Best scenario’ 
Britain’s foreign minister Boris Johnson boast-

ed about Japan-UK investment when he visited
this summer, but local firms will be looking for
solid assurances from May, who is travelling with
a business delegation. “The best scenario for us
is that Britain cancels its Brexit decision,” said
Ichiro Hara, head of the international affairs
bureau at Japan’s top business lobby Keidanren.

“But if that isn’t an option, we are saying we
need a transitional period... to mitigate the neg-
ative impact,” he told AFP. — AFP 
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TOKYO: Britain’s Prime Minister Theresa May, left and Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
wait for their Shinkansen bullet train bound for Tokyo at Kyoto station in Kyoto, western
Japan yesterday. — AFP

FRANKFURT AM MAIN: Some 70,000 people
in Frankfurt will have to leave their homes this
weekend in one of the biggest such evacua-
tions in post-war Germany, police said yester-
day, after an unexploded World War-II bomb
nicknamed “blockbuster” was uncovered. The
operation on Sunday will allow for the safe
defusing. of the 1,400-ton British bomb,
which German media said was nicknamed
“Wohnblockknacker” (blockbuster) during the
war for its ability to wipe out whole streets or
buildings. The unexploded bomb was discov-
ered on Tuesday during building work a
stone’s throw from the Westend Campus of
the Goethe University Frankfurt, police said in
a statement. Officers are guarding the site
and there “is currently no danger”.

Police said the bomb in question was a HC
4000, a so-called high capacity bomb used in

air raids by British forces. “Due to the large
size of the bomb, extensive evacuation meas-
ures must be taken,” police said. The Wismarer
street where the ordnance was found is close
to the city centre and just some 2.5 kilome-
tres (1.5 miles) north of the main Zeil shop-
ping area. More than 70 years after the end of
the war, unexploded bombs are regularly
found buried on German land, legacies of the
intense bombing campaigns by the Allied
forces against Nazi Germany. One of the
biggest such evacuations to date took place
last Christmas, when another unexploded
British bomb forced 54,000 people out of
their homes in the southern city of Augsburg.

Another 50,000 residents had to leave
their homes in the northern city of Hanover in
May for an operation to defuse several WWII-
era bombs. — AFP
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